This summer the Finnish Musicians’ Medicine Association organizes an international conference on the health and performance of musicians at the Helsinki Conservatory of Music. The theme of the conference is the lifespan of a musician. We will address the span of a musician’s journey from a young performer to a professional and aging musician.

The Conference is especially addressed to musicians, music Administration and healthcare professionals – medical doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, psychologists – and students of these fields. We will learn and network to better tackle the prevention and treatment of musicians’ health concerns.

We expect to welcome a couple hundred attendees especially from Finland and other European countries.

We hope that with your encouragement many of your colleagues will participate in the conference as well. This is a unique opportunity to learn more about musicians’ health.

Welcome to beautiful Helsinki and Helsinki Conservatory of Music!

Registrations: www.mhpc2018.fi
Inquiries: mhpc2018@confedent.fi + 358 50 464 4757
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SMULY - Finnish Musicians’ Medicine Association
SML – Finnish Musicians’ Union

HelMu – Helsingin Muusikot ry
Suosio – Association of Finnish Symphony Orchestras
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